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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with audio source separation guided by mul-
tiple audio references. We present a general framework where
additional audio references for one or more sources of a given
mixture are available. Each audio reference is another mix-
ture which is supposed to contain at least one source similar to
one of the target sources. Deformations between the sources
of interest and their references are modeled in a general man-
ner. A nonnegative matrix co-factorization algorithm is used
which allows sharing of information between the considered
mixtures. We run our algorithm on music plus voice mix-
tures with music and/or voice references. Applied on movies
and TV series data, our algorithm improves the signal-to-
distortion ratio (SDR) of the sources with the lowest intensity
by 9 to 12 decibels with respect to original mixture.
Index Terms— Guided audio source separation, non-
negative matrix co-factorization
1. INTRODUCTION
Source separation is a cross-cutting field of research deal-
ing with various types of problems and data. This field is
rapidly growing taking advantage of its inherent diversity and
progress made in each of its components. In the case of au-
dio source separation, achieving the natural human ability of
hearing and describing auditory scenes still remains a far end
goal. Many approaches have been investigated such as Non-
negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [1], sparse representa-
tions [2] and others.
Blind source separation is an ill-posed problem, and a key
point is to embed a maximum amount of a priori information
about the sources to guide the separation process [3, 4]. For
instance, the general framework presented in [5] proposes to
take into account spatial and spectral information about the
sources. More recently, a number of approaches have been
proposed to exploit information about the recording condi-
tions, the musical score [6], the fundamental frequency 𝑓0 [7],
the language model [8], the text pronounced by a speaker [9],
∗Work supported by Maia Studio and Bretagne Region scholarship
or a similar audio signal [6,9–11]. We focus on the latter cat-
egory of approach where additional information comes from
an extra signal called reference.
In [6], the authors propose a model for piano spectro-
gram restoration, based on generalized coupled tensor factor-
ization where additional information comes from an approxi-
mate musical score and spectra of isolated piano sounds. The
framework described in [9] proposed a separation model be-
tween voice and background guided by another speech sam-
ple corresponding to the pronunciation of the same sentence.
The speech reference is either recorded by a human speaker
or is created with a voice synthesizer based on the available
text pronounced by the speaker of the mixture to be sepa-
rated. A nonnegative matrix co-factorization (NMcF) model
is designed so that some of the factorized matrices are shared
by the mixture and the speech reference. The authors of [7]
incorporate knowledge of the fundamental frequency 𝑓0 in a
NMF model, by fixing the source part of a source-filter model
to be a harmonic spectral comb following the known 𝑓0 value
of the target source over time. In the context of audio sepa-
ration of movie soundtracks, the separation can be guided by
other available international versions of the same movie [12].
A cover-informed source separation principle is introduced
in [10] where the authors assume that cover multitrack signals
are available and are used as initialization of the NMF algo-
rithm. The original mixture and the cover signals are time-
aligned in a pre-processing step.
In this paper we propose a general framework for reference-
based source separation which enables joint use of mul-
tiple deformed references. For most of previously cited
approaches, the framework can either express it as a special
case or model the kind of information used in a common
formalism : reference signals can be directly available and
symbolic additional information can either be synthesized or
used to initialize the model. For instance, text-informed sep-
aration [9], score informed [6], separation by humming [11],
cover guided separation [10] are some of them. In our case,
we assume that the musical references have been automat-
ically discovered using an algorithm such as [13], in the
context of the separation of voice and music in long audio
sequence of movies or TV series.
This paper is organized as follows. We first describe the
NMcF model with audio references in Section 2 and we dis-
cuss how it generalizes some of the existing approaches. We
also provide an example use case for the separation of a mu-
sic plus voice mixture guided by music or/and voice refer-
ences, on single channel audio data coming from TV series
and movies. Section 3 provides an algorithmic implementa-
tion of the general framework, and Section 4 reports experi-
mental results. We conclude in Section 5.
2. GENERAL FRAMEWORK
2.1. Input representation
The observations are 𝑀 single-channel audio mixtures x𝑚(𝑡)
indexed by 𝑚. We assume that x1(𝑡) is the mixture to be
separated, and x𝑚(𝑡) for 𝑚 > 1 are the references used to
guide the separation process. Each mixture x𝑚(𝑡) is assumed
to be the sum of sources y𝑗(𝑡) indexed by 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽𝑚 :
x𝑚(𝑡) =
∑
𝑗∈𝐽𝑚
y𝑗(𝑡) with x𝑚(𝑡),y𝑗(𝑡) ∈ ℝ. (1)
In the time-frequency domain, equation (1) can be written as :
x𝑚𝑓𝑛 =
∑
𝑗∈𝐽𝑚
y𝑗,𝑓𝑛 with x𝑚𝑓𝑛,y𝑗,𝑓𝑛 ∈ ℂ. (2)
The power spectrogram of each source 𝑗 of the mixture 𝑚 is
denoted as 𝑉𝑗 ∈ ℝ𝐹×𝑁+ , and the mixture spectrum as 𝑉 𝑚 =∑
𝑗∈𝐽𝑚 𝑉𝑗 . Following the general framework in [5], each 𝑉𝑗
is split as the product of an excitation spectral power 𝑉 𝑒𝑗 and
a filter spectral power 𝑉 𝜙𝑗 . The excitation part (resp. the filter
part) is decomposed by an NMF separating the spectral con-
tent 𝑊 𝑒𝑗 ∈ ℝ𝐹×𝐷
𝑒
+ (resp. 𝑊𝜙𝑗 ∈ ℝ𝐹×𝐷
𝜙
+ ) and the temporal
content 𝐻𝑒𝑗 ∈ ℝ𝐷
𝑒×𝑁
+ (resp. 𝐻𝜙𝑗 ∈ ℝ𝐷
𝜙×𝑁
+ ). 𝐷𝑒 and 𝐷𝜙
denote the size of the NMF decomposition of the excitation
and the filter. The following decomposition holds :
𝑉𝑗 = 𝑉
𝑒
𝑗 ⊙ 𝑉 𝜙𝑗 = 𝑊 𝑒𝑗𝐻𝑒𝑗 ⊙𝑊𝜙𝑗 𝐻𝜙𝑗 (3)
where ⊙ denotes the point wise multiplication, and :
∙ 𝑊 𝑒𝑗 aims to capture the pitch of the source (e.g., frequency
range of an instrument or a speaker, and harmonicity)
∙ 𝐻𝑒𝑗 the corresponding temporal activations (e.g., piano
roll or 𝑓0 track [7, 11])
∙ 𝑊𝜙𝑗 will capture the spectral envelope (e.g., phoneme dic-
tionary in the case of speech sources [9] or spectral infor-
mation about an instrument such as isolated notes [6])
∙ 𝐻𝜙𝑗 the corresponding temporal activations (e.g., phoneme
alignment for speech or instrument timber changes)
As in [5], the matrices 𝑊 and 𝐻 can be either fixed (i.e.,
unchanged during the estimation) or free (i.e., adapted to the
mixture).
2.2. Modeling relationships between the sources of differ-
ent mixtures
As the different mixtures are composed of similar sources,
the matrices 𝑊 and 𝐻 can in addition be shared (i.e., jointly
estimated) between two sources 𝑗 (from mixture 𝑚 = 1) and
𝑗′ (from a reference mixture 𝑚′). We model the deformations
between those sources by adding transformation matrices 𝑇
in the corresponding NMF decomposition (e.g., in the case of
one shared matrix 𝑊 𝑒𝑗′ = 𝑇
𝑓𝑒
𝑗𝑗′𝑊
𝑒
𝑗 𝑇
𝑑𝑒
𝑗𝑗′ ). Matrices 𝑇 can be
either fixed or free as 𝑊 and 𝐻 . When all the matrices 𝑊
and 𝐻 are shared, the relation becomes :
𝑉𝑗′ = (𝑇
𝑓𝑒
𝑗𝑗′𝑊
𝑒
𝑗 𝑇
𝑑𝑒
𝑗𝑗′𝐻
𝑒
𝑗 𝑇
𝑡𝑒
𝑗𝑗′)⊙ (𝑇 𝑓𝜙𝑗𝑗′𝑊𝜙𝑗 𝑇 𝑑𝜙𝑗𝑗′𝐻𝜙𝑗 𝑇 𝑡𝜙𝑗𝑗′) (4)
where 𝑉𝑗′ ∈ ℝ𝐹
′×𝑁 ′
+ , and :
∙ 𝑇 𝑓𝑒𝑗𝑗′ (resp. 𝑇 𝑓𝜙𝑗𝑗′ ) ∈ ℝ𝐹
′×𝐹
+ models the frequency defor-
mations of the excitation (resp. filter) such as equalization
or frequency shift (resp. changes in vocal tract length [9]).
Note that when 𝐹 ′ and 𝐹 are different, this also enables
use of different time-frequency representations.
∙ 𝑇 𝑑𝑒𝑗𝑗′ (resp. 𝑇 𝑑𝜙𝑗𝑗′ ) ∈ ℝ𝐷
𝑒×𝐷𝑒
+ (resp. ∈ ℝ𝐷
𝜙×𝐷𝜙
+ ) is a dic-
tionary of deformations of the excitation (resp. filter), and
can model pitch shifting, (resp. timber correspondence or
different dialects).
∙ 𝑇 𝑡𝑒𝑗𝑗′ (resp. 𝑇 𝑡𝜙𝑗𝑗′ ) ∈ ℝ𝐹
′×𝐹
+ is the temporal deformation of
the excitation (resp. filter), and it is used to time-align the
signals. Dynamic time warping can be used to initialize
such matrices [9], given that 𝑁 ′ and 𝑁 are usually dif-
ferent. It should also be noticed that using matrices 𝑇 𝑡
will only align the power spectrum of the mixture. Using
phase aligned signals is one of our axis of improvements.
2.3. Separation guided by speech and/or music references
In the following, we describe with more details one use case
of the previously described general framework, that suits the
problem of separating speech and music from old recorded
single-channel movies and TV series. To guide and enhance
the separation, we consider speech or/and music references.
The music references discovered using [13] are intrinsically
deformed and contain additional sources such as sound ef-
fects. Speech references correspond to the same sentences
uttered by different speakers without noise.
In the particular setup reported here, speech sources are
numbered 1 and 2, music sources 3 and 4 and noise sources 5,
and 6. Fixed variables are in black (𝑊 𝑒1 ,𝑊 𝑒2 ,𝑊 𝑒3 ,𝑊 𝑒4 , 𝑇 𝑡𝜙34 ).
Free variables are in green ( 𝐻𝑒1 , 𝐻𝑒2 , 𝑇 𝑓𝜙12 , 𝑇 𝑡𝜙12 , 𝑇 𝑡𝑒34, 𝑊5, 𝐻5,
𝑊6, 𝐻6). And variables that are both free and shared are in
red or violet ( 𝑊𝜙1 , 𝐻𝜙1 , 𝐻𝑒3 , 𝑊𝜙3 , 𝐻𝜙3 ). The fixed matrices
𝑇 set to identity are removed from the notations. The mixture
to be separated is modeled as :
𝑉 1 = 𝑉1 + 𝑉3 + 𝑉5 (5)
= 𝑊 𝑒1𝐻
𝑒
1 ⊙𝑊𝜙1 𝐻𝜙1 +𝑊 𝑒3𝐻𝑒3 ⊙𝑊𝜙3 𝐻𝜙3 +𝑊5𝐻5
2.3.1. A voice reference mixture
The second mixture is composed of the speech reference
alone :
𝑉 2 = 𝑉2 = 𝑊
𝑒
2𝐻
𝑒
2 ⊙ 𝑇 𝑓𝜙12 𝑊𝜙1 𝐻𝜙1 𝑇 𝑡𝜙12 (6)
𝐻𝑒1 and𝐻𝑒2 are estimated separately to model the different
intonations between the speakers, whereas the filter matrices
𝑊𝜙1 and 𝐻
𝜙
1 are estimated jointly to model similar phonetic
content. 𝑇 𝑡𝜙12 models the time realignment between the two
pronounced sentences. 𝑇 𝑓𝜙12 is constrained to be diagonal and
it models both the equalization and the speaker’s difference.
This model is equivalent to the one used in [9].
2.3.2. A music reference mixture
The third mixture is composed of the music reference 𝑉4 sup-
posed to be similar to 𝑉3, and some noise 𝑉6 :
𝑉 3 = 𝑉4 + 𝑉6 = 𝑊
𝑒
4𝐻
𝑒
3𝑇
𝑡𝑒
34 ⊙𝑊𝜙3 𝐻𝜙3 𝑇 𝑡𝜙34 +𝑊6𝐻6 (7)
𝑇 𝑡𝑒34 and 𝑇
𝑡𝜙
34 models the time realignment between the two
music examples. Surprisingly it appears that keeping the ma-
trix 𝑇 𝑡𝜙34 fixed yields better results.
2.3.3. Combining references of different kinds
These two reference models can easily be combined in order
to jointly use the three mixtures x1, x2 and x3 during the sep-
aration process. The common notations enable us to optimize
parameters for each reference.
2.4. Extensions of our approach
The proposed framework generalizes the state-of-the-art ap-
proaches in [6, 9]. In [6], the source reference is composed
of isolated notes and can be modeled with a shared 𝑊 𝑒𝑗 , a
free 𝐻𝑒𝑗 and by setting the product of 𝑊𝜙𝑗 and 𝐻𝜙𝑗 to a matrix
of ones (no excitation-filter model). The approach described
in [9] is exactly expressed by (5) and (6).
Our framework can also model the same kind of infor-
mation used in [6, 7, 9–11]. The separation by humming ap-
proach in [11] can be implemented by sharing the excitation
part (i.e.,𝑊 𝑒𝑗 and𝐻𝑒𝑗 ) between the target source and the refer-
ence. Symbolic music or speech information can be used after
being synthesized as in [9], or directly in the model as in [6,7]
by constraining𝐻𝑒𝑗 . Cover-guided separation as in [10] is also
possible by aligning the cover and the mixture to be separated
using matrices 𝑇 𝑡. In [10] the cover is used to initialize the
sources but not used during the source estimation. We ex-
plain below how our framework can model the deformations
between the cover and the source of interest and hence enable
the use of the cover during the source estimation.
In addition, this framework can model other kind of infor-
mation and thus lead to new scenarios of use. We here briefly
describe some of them that have not be investigated yet to our
knowledge :
∙ using multiple references for a specific source, i.e., sev-
eral 𝑗′ for a single 𝑗. This will leads to more robust sep-
aration, especially in the case of references with additive
sources (like when references are automatically obtained
with an algorithm such as [13]). For instance in the case of
multi-speaker source separation, the speech sources can
be guided by several references, ideally containing the
same words uttered by the same speaker.
∙ music source separation for a verse guided by an other
verse. In that case the speech sources will have a shared
excitation (𝐻𝑒𝑗 and 𝑊 𝑒𝑗 ) but a different filter (𝐻𝜙𝑗 ) over
time. The approach is similar to [14] but we consider the
voice as a repeated deformed pattern instead of modeling
the background music only.
∙ cover guided music separation with explicit models for
the deformations. The change of an instrument or a singer
can be modeled by setting matrix 𝑊𝜙𝑗 to not-shared or
adapting matrix 𝑇 𝑓𝜙. Covers played in minor/major or
in another tone can also be considered by using 𝑇 𝑑𝑒 to
model note changes or frequency transposition.
3. ALGORITHMIC ASPECTS
In this section, we describe a general algorithm based on mul-
tiplicative updates (MU) as well as the initialization used for
the matrices from the example of subsection 2.3.
3.1. Mutiplicative updates
Following [1], the Itakura-Saito NMF (IS-NMF) model is
well-adapted to audio data and provides the following cost
function :
𝒞(Θ) =
𝑀∑
𝑚=1
𝐹,𝑁∑
𝑓,𝑛=1
𝑑𝐼𝑆(𝑋
𝑚
𝑓𝑛∣𝑉 𝑚𝑓𝑛) (8)
where Θ is the set of parameters to be estimated, i.e., matri-
ces 𝑊 , 𝐻 and 𝑇 that are not fixed. 𝑋𝑚 = [∣x𝑚𝑓𝑛∣2]𝑓𝑛 and
𝑉 𝑚 are respectively the observation and the estimated spec-
trum and 𝑑𝐼𝑆(𝑎∣𝑏) = 𝑎/𝑏− 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑎/𝑏)− 1 is the Itakura-Saito
divergence. Following a standard NMF algorithm [1], mul-
tiplicative updates (MU) are easily derived from (3), (4) and
(8). Due to a lack of space, we will just derive the update
for two representative examples : a non-shared free variable
𝑊 𝑒𝑗 (9) and a shared free variable 𝑊 𝑒𝑗 (10) between source
𝑗 of mixture 𝑚 = 1 and 𝐽 ′ sources 𝑗′ of mixtures 𝑚′ ∕= 1.
We can notice that if for a given 𝑗 the set of 𝑗′ is empty (4)
becomes (3). The final source estimate are obtained using an
adaptive wiener filter.
𝑊 𝑒𝑗 ←𝑊 𝑒𝑗 ⊙
[𝑉 𝜙𝑗 ⊙ 𝑉 𝑚
.[−2] ⊙𝑋𝑚][𝐻𝑒𝑗 ]𝑇
[𝑉 𝜙𝑗 ⊙ 𝑉 𝑚.[−1] ][𝐻𝑒𝑗 ]𝑇
(9)
𝑊 𝑒𝑗 ←𝑊 𝑒𝑗 ⊙
[𝑉 𝜙𝑗 ⊙ 𝑉 𝑚
.[−2] ⊙𝑋𝑚][𝐻𝑒𝑗 ]𝑇 +
∑
𝑗′ [𝑇
𝑓𝑒
𝑗𝑗′ ]
𝑇 [𝑉 𝜙𝑗′ ⊙ 𝑉 𝑚
′.[−2] ⊙𝑋𝑚′ ][𝑇 𝑑𝑒𝑗𝑗′𝐻𝑒𝑗 𝑇 𝑡𝑒𝑗𝑗′ ]
𝑇
[𝑉 𝜙𝑗 ⊙ 𝑉 𝑚.[−1] ][𝐻𝑒𝑗 ]𝑇 +
∑
𝑗′ [𝑇
𝑓𝑒
𝑗𝑗′ ]
𝑇
[𝑉 𝜙𝑗′ ⊙ 𝑉 𝑚′.[−1] ][𝑇 𝑑𝑒𝑗𝑗′𝐻𝑒𝑗 𝑇 𝑡𝑒𝑗𝑗′ ]
𝑇
(10)
3.2. Initialization
NMF is known to be sensitive to the initialization of the ma-
trices. We also give here some details on our initialization
choices for the use case described in subsection 2.3. Let us
also note that, as we work with MU, zeros in the parameters
remain unchanged over the iterations.
The fixed excitation spectral patterns𝑊 𝑒𝑗 for 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, 4
are a set of harmonic components computed as in [5]. We ini-
tialize the synchronization matrices 𝑇 𝑡𝜙12 , 𝑇 𝑡𝑒34, and 𝑇
𝑡𝜙
34 with
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [15] matrices computed on
MFCC vectors [16] for speech sources and on chroma vec-
tors for music sources. Following [9], we allow the temporal
path to vary within an enlarged region around the estimated
DTW path. As long as we work with deformed and noisy
data (especially for music), we weight this enlarged path by
coefficients of the similarity matrix, in order to avoid obvious
initialization errors. We invite the reader to refer to [9] and
following works for details on this strategy and a discussion
on its influence on the results. The spectral transformation
matrix 𝑇 𝑓𝜙12 is initialized by the identity matrix. Choosing
this matrix to be diagonal leads to time-invariant spectral de-
formations. The others matrices ( 𝐻𝑒1 , 𝐻𝑒2 , 𝑊5, 𝐻5, 𝑊6, 𝐻6,
𝑊𝜙1 , 𝐻
𝜙
1 , 𝐻
𝑒
3 , 𝑊
𝜙
3 , 𝐻
𝜙
3 ) are initialized with random values.
In addition, we perform 10 iterations of the classical IS-
NMF with MU on the reference signals (6) and (7) alone,
where the shared matrices (𝑊𝜙1 , 𝐻𝜙1 , 𝐻𝑒3 , 𝑊𝜙3 , 𝐻𝜙3 ) and the
noise parameters (𝑊6, 𝐻6) are updated whereas matrices 𝑇
are not. For both references, this guided initialization leads to
better separation results. After those initializations, 𝑊6 and
𝐻6 are then set once again to random values, we then perform
10 updates of the main NMcF.
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Data
As our underlying goal is to separate old audio-visual record-
ings, we generate the mixture and the references signals to
depict such situations. The musical samples and the corre-
sponding references are obtained using the algorithm in [13]
that allows the discovery of non-exact repetitions in long au-
dio stream, here movies or TV series. The discovered sam-
ples are characterized by distortion of the source of interest
(rhythm changes, fade in ) and additional sources (mainly
sound effects). Speech examples are taken from the database
in [17] in which 16 different speakers uttered the same 238
sentences. We keep 4 musical examples and 4 sentences (two
female and two male speakers) to generate the mixtures.
We consider two voice-to-music ratio levels : -6 dB (mu-
sic as foreground and voice as background, and 12 dB (the
inverse case). These levels are close to those effectively ob-
served in movies and TV series. We synthesized such ex-
amples in order to obtain objective measures for the eval-
uation and compare our estimated sources with the original
ones. Combining those parameters leads to 32 original mix-
tures 𝑋1. The original mixtures and the references are about
eight seconds long and they are sampled at 16 kHz. Some
examples are available online1.
4.2. Results
We here analyze the performance obtained for the use case de-
scribed in subsection 2.3 with 10 iterations for the NMcF de-
composition and initialized according to subsection 3.2. Ta-
ble 1 shows the signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR), the signal-to-
interference ratio (SIR) and the signal-to-artifact ratio (SAR)
[18]. Even when the music ground truth is corrupted, the re-
sult is still relevant as it gives a lower bound to the actual
non-measurable performance. We consider the three cases
described in subsection 2.3 respectively corresponding to the
combination of the mixtures (5)-(6), (5)-(7), and (5)-(6)-(7).
Bold values indicate the best SDR. As expected, the best
results are most often obtained when all available references
are used. The improvements can be deduced from the values
in Table 1 after subtraction of the original source-mixture ra-
tio, and a quality improvement is observed in almost all cases.
For each voice-to-music ratio levels, the best improvement are
achieved for the sources with the lowest intensity, i.e., 9 dB
for voice and 12 dB for music.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we presented a general way to use audio infor-
mation to separate a given mixture. This model is general
enough to take different kinds of audio references into ac-
count which are possibly deformed in the frequency domain
and in the temporal domain. We described in details a voice
and music separation example guided by speech and/or music
references using this general framework.
1http://maia.gforge.inria.fr/demo/eusipco2014.html
Voice-to-music ratio levels -6 dB 12 dB
voice music voice music
Speech reference -3.28∣-2.69∣9.98 2.61∣22.03∣ 5.04 8.57 ∣15.15∣14.24 -2.64∣2.23∣5.04
Music reference 1.99 ∣ 7.14 ∣3.00 9.64∣17.21∣11.00 6.54 ∣25.54∣10.30 -0.30∣3.66∣3.00
Speech and music references 3.86 ∣ 8.84 ∣5.38 7.76∣17.45∣ 8.69 11.93∣26.04∣13.16 0.34 ∣4.05∣2.93
Table 1. Comparison of separation guided by speech or/and music references in terms of average SDR∣SIR∣SAR (dB).
Music separation from international versions [12] take ad-
vantage of multichannel that is not handled by this frame-
work yet. In the future, we plan to extend our algorithm to
the multichannel case following the multiplicative rules de-
scribed in [19] or [20]. A first perspective of this work is to
use an EM-like algorithm.
A more general perspective will be the design of some au-
tomatic processes to choose the initializations of the param-
eters we have to estimate. Our model can also be improved
by adding well-chosen constraints on the parameters. For in-
stance, smoothness constraints on the spectral transformation
matrices 𝑇 𝑓𝜙𝑗′𝑗 can help to derive a more relevant spectral de-
formation between the target sources and the references.
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